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About This Game

Z. Year One is a crowdfunded zombie card game brought to life by indie developer Downward Viral and 1,414 Kickstarter
backers.

NEW UPDATES: Since release, fans have provided lots of great feedback, with one of the most requested features being a more
thorough tutorial/training system for new players. This, along with many other tweaks, bug fixes, and improvements are constantly

in the works. Please check the forums for more details!

IMPORTANT: Z. Year One utilizes a third party system called PlayFab to manage player accounts. Signing in enables
various features in the game (such as gaining XP and unlocking new cards), allowing players to carry their progress
between platforms, and to future-proof Z. in case we ever get to make a Year Two or add multiplayer, etc. We used

PlayFab because as a two-man dev team, it helped us implement vital features we never would have been able to add
otherwise.

TWO ASYMMETRICAL FACTIONS / TWO WAYS TO PLAY!

The zombie theme and horror atmosphere aren't just skin deep--they've been meticulously integrated into the game experience
to create a DCG like no other!

SURVIVORS

Search locations for supplies and use an assortment of unique items, armor, and weapons to survive one more night!
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FALLEN

Sabotage locations, lay traps, convert Survivors into more Fallen, or just eat them alive!

THREE MODES

Arcade: Four consecutive matches with random locations/objectives/enemies!

Survival: Face unique Survival Challenges and see how long you can last!

Supply Run: Customize your leader and risk everything for increasing loot! Supply Run is the best source of XP,
Booster Packs, and rare Variants in the game!

MULTIPLE OBJECTIVE TYPES

Raze, Domination, Extermination, and Domination X Raze provide different takes on the familiar “duel”-style win conditions.

THEMATIC LOCATIONS

Z. is more than just throwing your best cards at the other player. What would a horror movie be without a properly eerie setting?
In the middle of every match is one of several unique and interactive location decks.

Survivors can find themed weapons and items exclusive to each Location

Unique Discoveries and Events await

Events provide optional objectives the Survivors can complete for special rewards

Rescue Location-specific Survivors or encounter unique Fallen

The last card of every Location Deck is a powerful Climax card that can turn the battle

Each location is also represented by a fully 3D background

UNIQUE APPROACH TO THE GENRE

Z. was designed not only as an homage to games like Magic, Yu-Gi-Oh!, and a plethora of other tabletop and video games, but it
was also designed to do away with some of the obsolete or less enjoyable aspects within the genre.

Direct control over resources -- no mana starving or flooding

Limited low-cost Location Units ensure always being able to play a unit during the early game

Traps and Instants are automatic, so the game doesn’t stop every three seconds to ask if you want to play one

Location Decks make games dynamic and unpredictable -- there’s always a chance of a comeback!

HARDCORE DIFFICULTY

When you reach level 20 you’ll unlock Hardcore Difficulty, which offers far more challenging versions of Arcade, Survival, and
Supply Run for experienced players, but also doubles any XP gained from winning matches!
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BOOSTER PACKS & VARIANTS

Booster Packs work a little differently in Z. than other games:

You can’t buy them, but instead earn one free Booster Pack each time you level up

Leveling up always requires 1000 XP (roughly two Standard wins, or one Hardcore win)

Booster Packs contain five Variants of either Rare, Prime, or Elite rarity

Variants are more powerful versions of Core cards

Variants are only usable on Hardcore Difficulty

Variants are consumed upon use, forcing you to think carefully about how you build your decks and which cards you’re
willing to sacrifice to complete your current goal

Since Z. is a single-player game that takes a bit of inspiration from rogue-likes, the Hardcore/Variant system allows players
access to extremely powerful cards: units gain better stats and new abilities; Traps and Actions cost less to play or become more
devastating; and Heroes and Horrors can be played much earlier than in Standard, completing changing the flow of the game!

There’s much more to discover in Z. Year One so if any of this sounds exciting take a look and we hope to hear from you in the
forums!

IMPORTANT: Z. Year One is a standalone product -- the entire game is included already, with no additional purchases or
microtransactions required. There are currently no plans for DLC or expansion sets, etc. It's more like Duels of the

Planeswalker and less like Hearthstone in this way, as the development team consists primarily of one full-timer and one part-
timer.

IMPORTANT x2: Being a tabletop card game in digital form means you'll have to read often to know what things do in Z. If
you don't want to do that, you're going to have a bad time! Press TAB in-game at any time to pull up the How to Play screen! (A

more involved tutorial is currently being worked on to help out new players. Stay tuned!)
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It's a good adventure game. Maybe not one of the best ever made, but certainly one to recommend.
They did get the whole noir ambiance in there nicely. And the story's okay.. I bought this game solely for Lego Yoda.
His wide, cheeky smile
His big beautiful eyes
His firm stance
Him.

I want Lego Yoda in my life.
I NEED Lego Yoda in my life.
I dream about being with Lego Yoda constantly.

This game is the closest I'll ever get to being with my one true love.
I'm just so happy I got to experience this.

10\/10. absolutely amazing game beautiful relistic graphics and epic gameplay , really encourage people to purchase this game ,
overall i am very happy and give it a rating of 10/10. Super Arcade-sidescroller f\u00fcr Fans von Gradius und co. Ganz klare
Empfehlung von mir!. There are lots of trashy quasi-oldschool type games on Steam, but just few of them deserve a mention.

1993 Space Machine is made from steel and going straight from the heart. It's old school, R-Type like shoot'em up with very
strong Amiga era reminiscence. This game is difficult, unforgiving and has beautiful, classic graphics taken straight from
Agony, Blood Money, or Atomic Boy games. If you remember Psygnosis, i'm sure you know what i mean.

If you still love those museal games - don't think - just buy it! If you hesitate, or don't give a crap about this hipster eyesore, just
forget about it and move along:-). I like this program. very well done.. You know you got too much grease when you buy dat
movie DLC.. Very simple TBS , only 4 missions and game completed. It is cheap which is a saving grace, however there reallly
isn't much to it all strategy wise. The historic photgraphs on the between mission screens are actually the best feature in the
game and of course the developer didn't create those. Sorry to say although not an awful experience it just isn't anywhere deep
enough, nor compelling enough to be worth replaying on different difficulty settings. I found the last 2 misiions a chore to slog
through (even though they are all short) just to complete it , and I still have change from 2 hours to fill, and don't wish to fill the
remainder playing this, unfortunately it's just too tedious.
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For a FTP, the narative is fantastic. Hopefully more too come from these devs. It does a good job finding the drivers I need.
Problem is I wonder why they keep going to newer version such as Version 6 and not letting us, who've had 5 already and
bought it, to upgrade to 6 for no extra charge.... Not really that much game in this one. To repetitive and boring.. World War I is
a real-time strategy game little like red alert but with limited units that can't be replaced.
Everything seems nice for a 2005 game. It's basically exactly the same as Soldiers: Heroes of World War II but without the
technical difficulties.

The fog of war is your greatest enemy, having even foot soldiers destroying your tanks if you didn't notice it. It's a very
enjoyable game, but there's no tutorial so you have to figure things out, having played red alert before, it's really similar in terms
of play style. It's kinda hard to explain due to the similarities to red alert, 1 word, “Realistic” should explain it all and it's hell
hard to play, regardless of your strategy, get prepared for heavy losses, it's like a suicide mission for every single mission.

I do suggest getting it if you like red alert and do recommend getting it during an offer.
Seems to me that the games made from Blitzkrieg engine are practically the same ... ... I would recommend people who loves
risks to try it out and those who prefer less risk involved, try Soldiers: Heroes of World War II instead.. quot;Silentville" will
probably fall short of other HO titles, but overall it’s not bad; it can certainly provide a few hours of fun, doesn’t lack in
achievements and trading cards, and at its price it’s almost a steal. If you’re a HO games collector, this game is worth adding to
your collection.. This game will overclock your brain! Simple addition and multiplication? Oh no, nonononono. What you get
here is a game that will teach you logical thinking, while you (a leftover ghost) try to win back your very soul from (I think)
SATAN. Who made this game! You are playing a puzzle game from Satan. It surely is hard enough to be from hell. But
everything here was done right. Music builds atmosphere, but let's you concentrate. Controls could be from a mobile version,
but are easy and understandably besides the point. Visuals are the right amount of spooky and colourful but let you concentrate.
The sounddesign is on point and enhances the controls quite well. The puzzles feel sooo good, when you solve them. 100%
thumbs up! Go regain your soul now!
The hint system is obsolete in its current form, and I could use a better one with more hints... Satan...

EDIT: Turns out, Satan is a man (?) of his word and actually quite nice. At least in this game. Having retrieved my soul by the
power of my external brain (the dev's walkthrough), I realized a mistake I made, that made puzzles quite unsolvable. Which was
completely my mistake and not the games fault. DAWN OF A SOUL is a perfect example for good presentation. The game
itself would be fantastic, but the presentation adds so much to it! Recommendations all around.

Follow my curator at http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/28337205-Fair-Minded-Witness\/?appid=701910
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